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Happiness is a shadow. If you chase it, it moves further away.
But if you turn to make others happy, it will follow you.
Make others Happy and be Happy.

14

Life is a Canvas.Every action of ours is a stroke of paint and at the end,
how beautiful our painting is will depend upon all our strokes, all our Actions.

15

Live! Don't just Exist!!! Don't drag through life . . .
Live each day as a Celebration!
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If you don't like the Fruits you are growing,
then change the Seeds you are sowing.
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Living Life without a Purpose is like having an ice cream cone
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in your hand, letting it melt and drip without eating it.
It was yours to Enjoy, but you lost it!

I would rather live 10 years doing what
I Love, than drag through Life 50 years, hating every day I Live.
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In life what you ASPIRE will TRANSPIRE
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Don't just Hurry, don't just Haste. Don't just Worry,
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— be it Loss or Gain, Sun or Rain, Joy or Pain.

don't just Waste. Life is a Treasure, Enjoy the Pleasure.

PEACE is the foundation of Happiness
— for where there is Anxiety, Tension and Turmoil, Joy cannot exist.

The Sun challenges us to Shine, the Clouds remind us to Move,
the Birds tell us we too can Fly and the Sky tells us that
there is no limit to our Dreams and Goals.
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A moment spent in Sorrow or a moment spent in
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Enthusiasm is a Power that can give Dreams to the Dreamless,
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There are people who Dream and there are people who Scream.
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You can be who you want to be, if you stop being what others
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It may be a Mountain or a Tree, a River or a Bee...
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Even one day lost in misery is a great loss, for the day will never
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Pain is a waste of a Great Treasure that you will never get again.

Life to the Lifeless, and Hope to the Hopeless.

There are people who Cry and there are people who Fly.
The good news is that this is a CHOICE!

want you to be. Live your Life Philosophy.

learn to enjoy the little things in Life.

come back again. You lose 24 hours of Happiness, Joy & Bliss.
Live each day in Happiness.

Never worry about the Past, it brings Tears. Don't think too
much about the Future, it brings Fears. Live in the Present Moment
with a Smile, it brings Cheers!!
Life is made of Pleasures, Life is made of Pain.
Don't just enjoy the Rainbow, also Learn to dance in the Rain.

With Time, you can create Money, but with money,
you cannot create Time. So Time is more valuable than Money.

There can be no Positive result from a Negative attitude.
Think Positive. Live Positive.
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Life is made up of Moments. Moments create Days,
days create Months, months create Years and years create LIFE.
Lose the moment and you lose Life.
Be thankful that you are on your feet,
for there are people who can't even walk down the street.

35

Don't be amongst those who are trying to build a better Tomorrow.
You can have a better tomorrow only if your Today is better than your Yesterday.
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Life is like a beautiful bird that comes to your hand.
If you let it go, it will fly into the sky, never to return.
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First you Yearn to Earn. Then you Learn that others will Burn
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what you Earn. Stop! Turn and Spend before your End.

It is strange — people chase and hoard money,
and even cheat the world to become rich only to finally leave it all behind.
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The Wind that Blows, the Water that Flows, the Sun that Glows,
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Think of Today, not Tomorrow. It's time to be Happy,
not live a Life of Sorrow. Find out those things that make you
Glad & eliminate those that make you Sad.
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Of course, things will go wrong. Move on!

42

Don't just GO through life, GROW through it for
Life comes to you only once...never to return!
Climb the Ladder of Life, step by step.

are all proof that a Power exists. Believe and Experience the Universal Power.

Don't let the little snags affect the progress of your life.
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First, know where you want to go.
Then, go where you want to go. You are your own pilot
and you can choose your Destination.

Tremendous energy lies within each one of us.
Alas! We don't discover and unleash it and when we die,
we lose it because we didn't use it.
Look at yourself—are your eyes Twinkling?
Is your heart Dancing? Are your lips Smiling?
If yes, then you are truly enjoying Life.
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Whenever a problem arrives,

47

There are people who are dancing through Life
and others who are crying through Life. The irony is that
Life is the same — what we do is purely our Choice.

48

We all program our gadgets — computers,

49

Enter Faith, exit Doubt. Enter Hope, exit Worry.
Enter Courage, exit Fear. Let the Positive enter
your Life so that the Negative exits.

50

Life is not a Race, but we still continue the Chase
and try to be an Ace. It's time to get out of this Maze
and Truly Live with Grace.

51

Some people live such boring lives; it's Black & White, so dead!

52

Look at people around you. Some Inspire you,

do three things—Face it, Fight it and Finish it.

mobiles etc. But we don't Program our Mind in such a way
that we can REJOICE and BE HAPPY.

I choose to color my life with Fun, some Blue, some Green, some Red.
some Perspire you. Be with those that build Energy in you.
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A woman was counting her grams of gold in Sorrow,

54

We don't have the choice to hold a minute from passing,
but we do have the Choice to make that moment magical.

55

Life is a Treasure Chest and we all have the key to it.
Unfortunately, many of us don't unlock the treasure,
but take the key to our grave.

56

Be Grateful you are not like a rock that has no Choice.
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while another, who had nothing, still counted her blessings in Joy.
Happiness is not what you HAVE, but how you FEEL.

The Sun Shines on it, the Waves Splash at it. You have a Choice
to move and to make your Dreams come true.

The wise respond. The foolish react.
The wise think & then act. The foolish act and then regret.

58

Pain may create Misery, Pain may give you Sorrow.
It may trouble you Today but will be gone tomorrow.
Pain has its ways; it comes but never Stays.

59

Days are like trains; they will just zoom by. You can be zapped
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If you don't get a kick out of the job you are doing,
you better kick it and look for another one. Love what you do or just don't do it.
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When the toughest of problems strike me,

62

Do it because you WANT to, not just because you HAVE to.
When you do what you want, you create an Unstoppable POWER.

seeing them pass or you can jump on to one of them and enjoy the Journey.

I just remind myself that God is on my side.
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There will be things that will go bad and make you sad.

64

It doesn't cost much to be Happy if the currency of

65

Don't worry. PEP yourself with Positive energy and you will soon be glad.

your Heart is the blowing of the breeze and the swaying of the trees.

You spend your TIME to make a DIME.
You lose your HEALTH to make your WEALTH, but at the end
it is FUNNY because you leave back all your MONEY.

66

One who lives with Faith says IT WILL HAPPEN,
while the one who lives without it asks WILL IT HAPPEN?

67

Smile all the while because life is just a mile.

68

Those who take Risks overcome their Fears and Tears over the Years.

69

We choose to do things that make us Cry. We don't know Why.

Enjoy the journey before it's over.

We blame the Sky. We do not Try. Oh My! What a way to die.

70

Let us not become so busy making a living that we forget

71

Choices, not Chances, are responsible for the quality

72

Learn to be Positive always. In pleasure or Pain, in Sun or Rain,

to enjoy our Life. Every day of Life is meant to be Lived and Enjoyed.

of our Life. Spend time to Think, Reflect, Introspect and then Choose.

in Loss or Gain, always be POSITIVE!
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Faith gives Courage to the heart and Energy
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The Challenge in Life is not to have the absence of Fear,
but to have the Courage to overcome it.
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Live before the Journey is over. Live before it is too late.
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If we can be Glad…But we choose to be Sad, we are Mad!
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Far more than the shield is the Pleasure I get on the field...
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Every moment of Life is a Challenge to Choose.
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A Millionaire becomes richer not when he earns his next Million

81

Why destroy this Morn, by a Past that is dead & Gone

82

Sky is not the limit if your heart is in it,

to the mind to make the Impossible Possible.

LIVE because you deserve to.

We all come and go out of this world in the same way.
The Destination is the same. The difference is the Journey.
Some Enjoy it, some don't.
the Joy of the chase is greater than the result of the race.

Some Win, some Lose.

but when he spends it on a Noble Cause.

and a Future not yet Born!

for when you do something with all your heart, it just happens.
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Negative people don't need to be defeated.
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Look at a stonecutter hitting at the rock.
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It is ironic that we are particular about flushing out
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If you have not learnt anything, but have learnt one thing
that the Goal of life is to be Happy, you have learnt everything!

87

I invite and acknowledge only Positive thoughts
and people that create Happiness in my Life.
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What a paradox! People hate to be miserable
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Anyone can exist. Most fools do. It takes guts to truly Live.
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The Richest person is not the Happiest person,
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The Mind can think only one thought at a time.

92

Life is all about TODAY. There is no guarantee about Tomorrow.
So Live meaningfully! Rejoice, Value life and Make a Difference Today!

They defeat themselves with their Negative Attitude.
Be POSITIVE always.

Nothing happens at first, but after many strikes, the rock eventually cracks.
In Life, don't Doubt. Keep at it and it will happen.

all the dirt through the Drain, but we continue to retain a lot of it in our Brain.

but choose to be miserable. Remember this the next time misery arrives.

the Happiest person is the Richest person.

If your mind is occupied by a meaningless thought,
you block a meaningful thought from entering your mind.
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I am not perfect. Are you? Let us accept the fact
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When things don't happen, people get Sick.
They see time Tick and they want it Quick.
They forget that Success happens brick by brick.
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Money is important, no doubt it is. But is it everything?
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If you keep doing things that don't matter to you,
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People ask, “How can I enjoy life when I have problems?”
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Not truly living in the present moment & later regretting

99

In life, some laugh, some cry, some live, some die.

that nobody is perfect. Let us learn to accept our imperfections
as well as those of others.

That's the question we miss when we make our Choices in Life.

you will not have time to do things that really do.

You may have problems, but you can still enjoy life and be happy.

is like closing your eyes when a peacock is dancing,
only to want to see it dance once it is gone.

The choice is ours to crawl or to fly.

100

In the pursuit of acquiring Treasures, we lose the ONE
treasure that we truly possess – Life. Let us not lose Life
in the wild pursuit of other things.

101

Life is like an Hourglass. The grains of sand drop

102

Very often, we let little things spoil some of our
most important treasures—our Moment, our Day, our Life.

one by one and then it's all over. Live before you die.
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Everyday there will be an opportunity to Smile or to Frown,
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I am the Richest man on the Earth because I am the
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Those who have FAITH believe that the Sun will Rise.

to Dance or to Drown, to be Glad or Sad. It's a Choice!

Happiest man on the Earth. After all, isn't Happiness
the Greatest Wealth in Life?

They don't wake up in the morning and look out to see
if the sun has failed them.

106

Like a feather in the air, like a leaf in the sea,

107

If only I had spent my time spending my money

108

The Achiever says his Thoughts led him to Success
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The Destination of Life is Death.
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Problems are like Balloons. We let them unnecessarily blow up.

112

Have a Blast; Life won't last!

I surrender to Thee, I surrender to Thee.

rather than just making it, I would have died a happier man.

and the Criminal says his Thoughts led him to Crime.
Everybody thinks; but what we Think determines our Destiny.

Enjoy the Journey called Life before it is over.

Instead of enjoying the Present Moment,
why Dream of things beyond your reach and become miserable?

Make the Best of Today, before it is gone!

RVM Quote 1

Happiness is a shadow.
If you chase it, it moves further away.
But if you turn to make others happy,
it will follow you.
Make others Happy and be Happy.

See a shadow; try chasing it. What happens when you do so? The shadow
moves farther away from you. Now turn around and walk a few steps. As
soon as you do so, the shadow will start following you. The same is the
case with happiness. Very often, people think that happiness is about
chasing what we want till we get it. But unfortunately that is just a whim.
The more mindlessly you will go after things, the further they will move
away. Why? Because as soon as you achieve something, instead of feeling
contented, you start craving for something else. And thus the chase never
ends. Realize this fact and stop chasing. Turn around and try making
others happy. As you do so, like a shadow, happiness will follow you too.
Try it today!
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